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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 30, 1976 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

JAMES T. LYNN 

JAMES E. CONNO(}tf~ 

Proposed Budget Supplemental 
for Summer Youth Employment 

Program 

The President reviewed your memorandum of March 24 on the above 
subject and approved the following: 

Issue: What dollar and slot level should be requested for the Summer 
Youth Employment Program for 1976, and how should the amounts left 
over from last year 1 s program be treated. 

Options for the Gross Total 

Option 1 - Fund last year 1 s actual slot level - $528 million - 888, 100 slots. 

Options for the disposition of $44 million in Left Over 1975 Funds 

Option A - Do not take funds into account for this year 1 s allocation. 

The President also approved your recommendation to remind the Congress 
of the need to act on request for $1. 7 billion for public service job. 

Please follow-up with appropriate action. 

cc: Dick Cheney 

• 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 29, 1976 

MR PRESIDENT: 

Proposed Budget Supplemental for Summer 
Youth Employment Program 

Staffing of Jim Lynn's memorandum on the above subject resulted in 
the following: 

Options for Gross Total 

Option I ($ 528 million - 888,100 slots) favored by Messrs. Buchen, 
Marsh, Morton, Seidman and Friedersdor£. 

Option II ($500 million - 840,000 slots) favored by Jim Cannon. 

Options for the disposition of $44 million in Left Over 1975 Funds 

Option A - (Do not take funds into account for this year's allocation) 
favored by Messrs. Cannon, Morton, Seidman. Additional comments 
from Jim Cannon on this subject at TAB A. 

Option B - (Deduct the $44 million from the Gross Total) favored by 
Messrs. Marsh and Friedersdor£. 

On the related issue that we remind the Congress of the need to act 
on yo~r request for $1. 7 billion for public service jobs. 

Messrs. Cannon, Morton, Seidman and Marsh concur. 

Max Friedersdorf is opposed to this recommendation. 

Jim Connor 

• 



ACTION 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

MAR 2 41978 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESrT 

James ~J.,ynn FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Issue 

Proposed Budget Supplemental for Summer 
Youth Employment Program 

What dollar and slot level should be requested for the Summer 
Youth Employment Program for 1976, and how should the amounts 
left over from last year's program be treated. 

Background 

In the 1977 Budget you included a preliminary estimate of $440 
million for a supplemental for this program to be formally 
transmitted when later data on summer youth unemployment became 
available. Since CETA requires a report on summer plans by 
March of each year, it was decided to make the formal supplemental 
request in time to be incorporated in that report. 

The Department of Labor's analysis of the summer employment 
situation indicates some improvements but a continued high rate 
of unemployment for youth of perhaps 17 to 18 percent compared 
to 20 percent in 1975. The 1975 summer appropriation was at 
$456 million, which was expected to fund 840,000 slots. Due 
presumably to the late date of the appropriation, the actual 
slot level realized was 888,100. 

The January 1976 20¢ increase in the minimum wage plus related 
cost increases has raised the average cost for a summer slot 
from $543 last year to $595 this year. 

Labor expenditure reports from last summer's program indicate 
that about $44 million remains unexpended and available within 
certain sponsor grants. These funds cannot be recaptured and 
reallocated, but they can still be spent by the sponsors who 
have them for their 1976 program . 
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The Secretary of Labor has requested $528,420,000 for this 
year's program to support the same realized slot level as 
last year, 888,100. The Secretary proposes to allocate the 
funds so that no area receives funding for fewer slots than 
it was allocated last year. The Secretary's letter is attached 
at Tab A. 

Options for the Gross Total 

1976 BA 

#1. Fund last year's actual slot level 
(DOL request) •.••••••••••••••••••• $528 million 

#2. Fund last year's allocation level ••• $500 million 

#3. Fund the Budget estimate •••••••••••• $440 million 

#4. Reflect economy improvement while 
demonstrating concern ••••••••••••• $476 million 

Discussion 

Slots 

888,100 

840,000 

740,000 

8oo,ooo 

Option #1 would prevent any area from getting fewer slots than 
it was allocated in 1975. There has never been an objective 
method for establishing a slot level. The level last year was 
the highest ever, but can be said to have corresponded to the 
general severity of the recession, The Secretary supports 
maintaining that level even though the economy is improving 
because the absolute level of youth unemployment remains high 
and is expected to persist. 

Option #2 retains last year's funded slot level. It is not 
clear why there were 48,100 additional slots realized last 
year. Labor suggests that because of the lateness of the 
appropriation slots of shorter duration were funded. It may 
also be related to the particular program designs operated by 
sponsors, lower administrative or benefit level costs actually 
incurred, or a higher lapse rate programmed locally. In any 
case, the same arguments for recognizing continued severity of 
youth unemployment would support this option as well as Option #1. 

Option #3 retains the Budget estimate. This number was Labor's 
estimate in the fall of what might be an appropriate level given 
projections at that time of the changes in the economy by the 
summer. It was recognized that updating based on later data 
would be required. Since the fall in the overall unemployment 
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rate has been sharper than predicted (albeit not so sharp for 
youth) a case can be made for keeping to this figure. Also, in 
the past whatever number the Administration proposes has been 
increased by the Congress. Starting at the $440 milliQn level 
might constrain the ultimate negotiated amount. 

Option #4 is chosen arbitrarily to satisfy two points; 
reflecting the fact that economic recovery is well underway; 
and reflecting special concern for the problems of youth 
despite the overall improvement. 

Decision IJJ)'j 
Option #1~ Option #2 ; Option #3 
Other --- ---

Option #4 __ _ 

Options for the $44 Million in 1975 Funds Left Over 

A. Do not take the funds into account for this year's 
allocation. 

B. Net the left over out of the total request for 1976. 

Discussion 

Option A recognizes that a certain amount of carryover is normal 
for this program although the Department is unable to explain 
what effect it has on successive years' programs. While the 
amount, $44 million, is high, it is spread among many different 
sponsors. The reports received from sponsors are not of a 
sufficient quality to allow great confidence that if the full 
amount were subtracted from the total there would be no net 
reduction in slots made available. Sponsors were not told last 
year that they could not carry over funds and re-use them this 
year. Therefore the Department could be charged with having 
mislead the sponsors if the carryover is netted out of the 
amount allocated this year. 

Option B permits a lower net supplemental request without 
reducing the slot level. It adds pressure to sponsors to 
operate more efficiently and use all funds for the purposes 
and time frames appropriated. If a significant portion of the 
sponsor reports are not completely accurate, however, it 
arbitrarily penalizes or rewards those who reported inaccurately. 

The Department of Labor recommends making no adjustments in the 
1976 request because of 1975 carryover, Labor also suggests 
that an early enough appropriation this year will minimize the 
issue in the future • 

• 
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Decision 

Option A~ Option B ____ _ Other -----
Related Issue 

Secretary Usery also recommends that you use the opportunity 
of the transmittal of this supplemental to remind the 
Congress of the need to act on your request for $1.7 billion 
for public service jobs. Congressional indecision on what 
to do overall in regard to public service jobs has prevented 
any action to date. It is likely that some sponsors will be 
forced to begin layoffs before the end of the fiscal year if 
funds are not forthcoming soon. 

We support the Secretary's request. 

Decision 

Do &1cur: 
Yes No ---- Other......._ __ 

• 





MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 25, 1976 

JIM 

JIM 

CONNOR 

CANN9~'") 
l .. r 

Proposed Budget Supplemental for 
Summer Youth Employment Program 

I recommend Option 2 and Option A and that we concur 
with Bill Usery's recommendation that we remind 
Congress of the need to act on the request for $1.7 
billion for public service jobs. 

On the question of the $44 million in FY 75 funds 
left over, we do not know enough about the location 
of those funds or the effect of netting them out to 
make Option B a good choice at this point . 

• 





THE WHITE HOUSE 

ACTION :ME:\.IORANDUM WASHINGTON LOG NO.: 

Date: March 25, 1976 Time: 

FOR ACTION: cc (for information): 
..! Phil Buchen 
VJim Cannon /Rogers Morton 
.../Max Friedersdorf J Bill Seidman 
-\~ack Marsh 
FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY 

DUE: Da.te: Thursday, March 25 Time: 5 P.M. 

SUBJECT: 

James T. Lynn memo 3/24/76 
re Proposed Budget Supplemental for 
Summer Youth Employment Program 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

-- For Necessary Action _lf_ For Your Recommendations 

__ Prepare Agenda and Brief __ Draft Reply 

__lL_ For Your Comments _ _ _ Draft Remarks 

REMARKS: 

Regret the request for a quick turn-around on this 
subject but would like to present this package to 
the President before he leaves. 

I£ you have o.ny questions or if you anticipate a 
delay in submitting the required material, please 
telephone the Staff Secretary immediately . 

• 

Jim Connor 
For the President 



March 29, 1976 

MR PRESIDENT: 

Proposed Budaet Supplemental for Summer 
___ Y=outh Employment. !'r_o ... s._r_a_m ___ _ 

Staffing of Jim Lynn's memorandum on the above subject resulted in 
the followina: 

Options for Ciros s Total 

Option I ($ZZ8 million· 888,100 slots) favored by Messrs. Buchen, 
Marsh, Morton, Seidman and Friedersdorf. 

Option II ($500 million • 840,000 slots) favored by Jim Cal'llon. 
I 

9illona for the diapositlon of $44 million in Left Over 197! 'Funds 
\ 
\ 

Option A • (Do not take funds into account for thie year's allocation) 
favored by Meeers. Cannon, Morton, Seidman. Additional comments 
from Jim Cannon on this subject at TAB A. ~, 

{ ~. 

Option B - (Deduct the $44 mUlion from the Oroe a Total) f•vored by 
Measra. Marsh and Friedersdorf. ! 

On the~ related issue that we remind the Conaresa of the netd. to act 
22. ~ur reguest for $1.7 billion for J!Ubllc service jobs. · 

Mesers. Cannon, Morton, Seidman and Marsh concur. 

Max Frledersdorf h opposed to thb recommendation. 

Jim ConDOr 

• 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 25, 1976 

JIM 

JIM 

CONNOR 

CANNo>.-) 

("'. ' 
Proposed Budget Supplemental for 
Summer Youth Employment Program 

I recommend Option 2 and Option A and that we concur 
with Bill Usery's recommendation that we remind 
Congress of the need to act on the request for $1.7 
billion for public service jobs. 

On the question of the $44 million in FY 75 funds 
left over, we do not know enough about the location 
of those funds or the effect of netting them out to 
make Option B a good choice at this point . 

• 



';-'·f~ 

~.,.;~ u 
;.;c?.3 THE WHITE HOUSEMAR 

ACTION ME~10RANDUM WASHINGTON LOG NO.: 

Date: March 25, l976 Time: 

. FOR ACTION: cc (for information): 
Phil Buchen 
Jim Cannon 
Max Friedersdorf 
Jack Marsh 

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY 

Rogers Morton 
Bill Seidman 

DUE: Date: Thursday~ March 25 

SUBJECT: 

Time: 

James T. Lynn memo 3/24/76 

5 P.M. 

re Proposed Budget Supplemental for 
Summer Youth Employment Program 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

-- For Necessary Action ~For Your Recommendations 

-- Prepare Agenda and Brie£ ___ Draft Reply 

~ For Your Comments _____ Draft Remarks 

REMARKS: 

Regret the request for a quick turn-around on this 
subject but would like to present this package to 

the President before he leaves. 

~d:S--1 

4; 
PLEASE ATTACH THIS coPY TO MATER!~ sul.ITTED. 

If you have any qucs"i:ions or if you anticipate a 
delay in subrnittir.g the required material, please 
telephone the Staff Secretary immediately . 

• 

Jim Connor 
For the Preside rt 

' ·!> 



TO:· 

FROM: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

BOB LINDER 

TRUDY FRY 

The attached is sent to you for 
review before it is forwarded to the 
President • 

• 



ACTION 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2.0503 

MAR 2 4 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM; 

SUBJECT: 

Issue 

Paul H. O'Neill 0 '/J-e~ 

ProR2sed Budtet Suppl~ental for Summer 
Youth Emelol!ent Protram 

What dollar and slot level should be requested for the Summer 
Youth Employment Proqram for 1176, and how should the amounts 
left over from last year's program be treated. 

~ackground 

In the 1977 Budqet you included a preliminary estimate of $440 
million for a supplemental for this program to be formally 
transmitted when later data on sullfter youth unemployment became 
available. Since CETA requires a report on summer plans by 
March of each year, it was decided to make the formal supplemental 
request in time to be incorporated in that report. 

The Department of Labor's analysis of the summer employment 
situation indicates some improvements but a continued hiqh rate 
of unemployment for youth of perhaps 17 to 18 percent compared 
to 20 percent in 1975. The 1975 summer appropriation was at 
$456 million, which was expected to fund 840,000 slots. Due 
presumably to the late date of the appropriation, the actual 
slot level realized was 888,100. 

The January 1976 20¢ increase in the minimum wate plus related 
cost increases has raised the average cost for a summer slot 
from $543 last year to $595 this year. 

Labor expenditure reports from last summer's program indicate 
that about $44 million remains unexpended and available within 
cert.ain sponsor grants. These funds cannot be recaptured and 
reallocated, but they can still be spent by the sponsors who 
have them for their 1976 program • 

• 
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The Secretary of Labor has requested $528,420,000 for this 
year's program to support the same realized slot level as 
last year, 888,100. The Secretary proposes to allocate the 
funds so that no area receives funding for fewer slots than 
it was allocated last year. The Secretary's letter is attached 
at Tab A. 

Options fqr the Gross Total 

1976 BA 

11. Fund last year's actual slot level 
(DOL request) ••••••••••••••••••••• $528 million 

f2. Fund last year's allocation level ••• $500 million 

#3. Fund the Budget estimate •••••••••••• $440 million 

#4. Reflect economy improvement while 
demonstrating concern ••••••••••••• $476 million 

Discussion 

Slots 

888,100 

840,000 

740,000 

800,000 

Option tl would prevent any area from getting fewer slots than 
it was allocated in 1975. There has never been an objective 
method for establishing a slot level. The level last year was 
the highest ever, but can be said to have corresponded to the 
general severity of the recession. The Secretary supports 
maintaining that level even though the economy is improving 
because the absolute level of youth unemployment remains high 
and is expected to persist. 

Option #2 retains last year's funded slot level. It is not 
clear why there were 48,100 additional slots realized last 
year. Labor suggests that because of the lateness of the 
appropriation slots of shorter duration were funded. It may 
also be related to the particular program designs operated by 
sponsors, lower administrative or benefit level costs actually 
incurred, or a higher lapse rate programmed locally. In any 
case, the same arguments for recognizing continued severity of 
youth unemployment would support this option as well as Option il. 

Option il retains the Budget estimate. This number was Labor's 
estimate in the fall of what might be an appropriate level given 
projections at that time of the chan9es in the economy by the 
summer. It was reco9nized that updating based on later data 
would be required. Since the fall in the overall unemployment 

• 
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rate has been sharper than predicted (albeit not so sharp for 
youth) a case can be made for keeping to this figure. Also, in 
the past whatever number the Administration proposes has been 
increased by the Congress. Starting at the $440 million level 
might constrain the ultimate negotiated amount. 

Option 14 is chosen arbitrarily to satisfy two points; 
~eflecting the fact that economic recovery is well underway; 
and reflecting special concern for the problems of youth 
despite the overall improvement. 

Decision 

Option tl __ _ 
Other • 

Option t2 ____ i Option t3 ___ ; Option i4 __ 

---
Options for the $44 Million in 1975 Funds Left OVer 

A. Do not take the funds into account for this year's 
allocation. 

B. Net the left over out of L~e total request for 1976. 

Discussion 

Option A recognizes that a certain amount of carryover is normal 
for this program although the Department is unable to explain 
what effect it has on successive years' programs. While the 
amount, $44 million, is high, it is spread among many different 
sponsors. The reports received from sponsors are not of a 
sufficient quality to allow great confidence that if the full 
amount were subtracted from the total there would be no net 
reduction in slots made available. Sponsors were not told last 
year that they could not carry over funds and re-use them this 
year. Therefore the Depar~~ent could be charged with having 
mislead the sponsors if the carryover is netted out of the 
amount allocated this year. 

Option B permits a lower net supplemental request without 
reducing the slot level. It adds pressure to sponsors to 
operate more efficiently and use all funds for the purposes 
and time frames appropriated. If a significant portion of the 
sponsor reports are not completely accurate, however, it 
arbitrarily penalizes or rewards those who reported inaccurately. 

The Department of Labor recommends making no adjustments in the 
1976 request because of 1975 carryover. Labor also suggests 
that an early enough appropriation this year will minimize the 
issue in the future • 

• 
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Decision 

Option A --- Option B ---' Other_~--

Related Issue 

Secretary Usery also recommends that you use the opportunity 
of the transmittal of this supplemental to remind the 
Congress of the need to act on your request for $1.7 billion 
for public service jobs. Congressional indecision on what 
to do overall in regard to public service jobs has prevented 
any action to date. It is likely that some sponsors will be 
forced to begin layoffs before the end·of the fiscal year if 
funds are not forthcoming soon. 

l'ie support the Secretary's request. 

Decision 

Do you concur: 

Yes ; No Other. --- ---

• 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

ACTION ME~10RANDCM WASI!IJ'GTON LOG NO.: 

Date: March ZS, 1976 Time: 

FOR ACTION: cc (for information): 
Phil Buchen 
Jim Cannon 
Max Friedersdorf 
Jack Marsh 

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY 

Rogers Morton 
Bill Seidman 

DUE: Date: Thursday~ March 25 

SUBJECT: 

Time: 

James T. Lynn memo 3/24/76 

5 P.M. 

re Proposed Budget Supplemental for 
Summer Youth Employment Program 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

-- For Necessary Action -~ For Your Recommendations 

__ Prepare Agenda and Brief ___ Draft Reply 

--~ For Your Comments _____ Draft Remarks 

REM.l\RKS: 

Regret the request for a quick turn-around on this 
subject but would like to present this package to 

the President before he leaves. 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

If you have any qucztions or if you anticipate a 
delay- in subn::.itting the required material, please 
telephone the Staff Secretary immediately . 

• 

Jim Connor 
For the Preside rt 

• l 
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rate has been sharper than predicted (albeit not so sharp for 
youth) a case can be made for keeping to this figure. Also, in 
the past whatever number the Administration proposes has been 
increased by the Congress. Starting at the $440 milliqn level 
might constrain the ultimate negotiated amount. 

Option #4 is chosen arbitrarily to satisfy two points: 
reflecting the fact that economic recovery is well underway; 
and reflecting special concern for the problems of youth 
despite the overall improvement. 

Decision l. (\ 

Option #l~J'; Option #2 
Other -----

Option #3 --- Option #4 ____ ; 

Options for the $44 Million in 1975 Funds Left Over 

A. Do not take the funds into account for this year's 
allocation. 

B. Net the left over out of the total request for 1976. 

Discussion 

Option A recognizes that a certain amount of carryover is normal 
for this program although the Department is unable to explain 
what effect it has on successive years' programs. While the 
amount, $44 million, is high, it is spread among many different 
sponsors. The reports received from sponsors are not of a 
sufficient quality to allow great confidence that if the full 
amount were subtracted from the total there would be no net 
reduction in slots made available. Sponsors were not told last 
year that they could not carry over funds and re-use them this 
year. Therefore the Department could be charged with having 
mislead the sponsors if the carryover is netted out of the 
amount·allocated this year. 

Option B permits a lower net supplemental request without 
reducing the slot level. It adds pressure to sponsors to 
operate more efficiently and use all funds for the purposes 
and time frames appropriated. If a significant portion of the 
sponsor reports are not completely accurate, however, it 
arbitrarily penalizes or rewards those who reported inaccurately. 

The Department of Labor recommends making no adjustments in the 
1976 request because of 1975 carryover. Labor also suggests 
that an early enough appropriation this year will minimize the 
issue in the future • 

• 
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Decision // 

Option A __ ._._; Option B ; Other --- ---
Related Issue 

Secretary Usery also recommends that you use the opportunity 
of the transmittal of this supplemental to remind the 
Congress of the need to act on your request for $1.7 billion 
for public service jobs. Congressional indecision on what 
to do overall in regard to public service jobs has prevented 
any action to date. It is likely that some sponsors will be 
forced to begin layoffs before the end of the fiscal year if 
funds are not forthcoming soon. 

We support the Secretary's request. 

Decision 

Do you _5¢'ncur: 

Yes V ; No Other......._ __ ---

• 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 29, 1976 

JIM CONNOR 

MAX FRIEDERSDORF )lA ' b 
James T. Lynn memo 3/24/76 reProposed 
Budget Supplemental for Summer Youth Employment 
Program 

The Office of Legislative recommends Option / 

See paper for other recommendations . 

• 




